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                          Contents of homework

1

Light
FPC

electric 
soldering iron

smoking 
machine

★Precautions

1. Before using the electric 
soldering iron, it is necessary to 

test the temperature with a 
soldering iron thermometer.
2. The positive and negative 

poles should not be reversed, 
and the solder should not be 

soldered or soldered.
3. Soldering parameters: 
soldering temperature is 

300±10°C, soldering time is 
controlled at 3~5s, soldering 

height is 0.1~0.3mm, soldering 
offset: ≤ 1/4 of pad width.

4. Gloves and finger cots should 
be replaced every 2 hours. If they 

are dirty or damaged, they 
should be replaced in time, and 

they should be rectified in 5 
seconds every 2 hours.

5. It is forbidden to use the 
exposed tin wire part of the V-
groove device for more than 24 

hours.

operating conditions
1. Wear an electrostatic ring 

and turn on the smoking 
machine;

2. 10 finger cots must be 
worn.

2. FPC alignment welding: hold the 
gold finger in the left hand, and the 
soldering iron handle in the right 
hand, solder the gold finger on the 
PCB pad, and at the same time use the 
tip of the soldering iron to level the 
solder point. The FPC pad corresponds 
to the PCB pad of the light bar, "A" 
to "A", "K" to "K"; the FPC shape is 
required to be aligned at right angles 
to the right-angle alignment line of 
the PCB silk screen.

1. Take a version of the light strip, 
fix it on the work table with masking 
tape near the pad, and add tin to the 
pad on the PCB: hold the tin wire in 
the left hand, and the soldering iron 
handle in the right hand, and apply 
tin to the pad on the PCB. tin.

3. Position the FPC for tin 

support soldering

4. The welded light bar is checked 

under a magnifying glass for poor 

★Note: It is forbidden to use the exposed tin 
wire part of the V-groove device for more than 
24 hours.


